
HURLEY v Hambledon Date: 15th June 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Hurley 
 
S. Kayani c. Mattingly b. Singh 53 

S. Wright c. Richards b. Mattingly 15 

T. Balchin  b. McDonagh 15 

P. Hinnell  b. McDonagh 0 

J. Dawson  b. Bailey 0 

M. Walton c. Richards b. Mattingly 45 

M. Hampton  b. Rozier 0 

A. Morgans c. Bailey b. Mattingly 18 

B. Fraser Not out  16 

Scott Taylor Not out  4 

R. Simon dnb   

  Extras 20 

  Total 186 

  For 8 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

W. Ottaway 8 2 31 0 

S. Mattingly 8 1 40 3 

K. Bailey 6 1 32 1 

I. McDonagh 8 0 37 2 

A. Singh 7 0 35 1 

P. Rozier 3 0 14 1 



Innings of Hambledon 
 
P. Rosier c. Hampton b. Fraser 29 

R. Mason  b. Fraser 5 

S. Parbery LBW b. Simon 21 

A. Miller c. Fraser b. Simon 12 

I. McDonagh  b. Taylor 29 

A. Singh c. Morgans b. Balchin 34 

W. Ottaway c. Walton b. Simon 3 

P. Unwin Run Out (Morgans) 4 

K. Bailey  b. Simon 9 

S. Mattingly  b. Balchin 0 

P. Richards Not out  0 

  Extras 27 

  Total 173 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

B. Fraser 8 0 44 2 

Sc. Taylor 7 1 27 1 

R. Simon 7.3 0 41 4 

S. Kayani 8 0 32 0 

T. Balchin 7 0 18 2 

 

Result:  Hurley won by 13 runs. 
 
Sunday cricket at Shepherds Lane is never dull these days and the match against 
Hambledon certainly had everything. Batting collapses and recoveries, great catches, 
a run out, injuries, controversy, Bert Simon slower balls and even a six from Mike 
Walton, in a game that had more ebbs and flows than Katie Price’s love life. 
 
Hurley were inserted in a forty over contest and after a couple of maiden overs 
started to make reasonable progress with Stephen Wright (15) and Shoaib Kayani 
(53) dispatching some loose bowling to the boundary to reach 28 in the sixth over 
when Wright skied a delivery from Mattingly which keeper Paul Richards held at the 
second attempt. Trevor Balchin replaced Wright and looked in good shape until the 
introduction of Ian McDonagh whose unorthodox action seemed to confuse the 
batsmen. Balchin (15) paid the price for playing across the line, losing his middle 
stump in the process. Pat Hinnell fell first ball and Jeff Dawson survived the hat- trick 
only to fall two deliveries later to Bailey. With wickets going down faster than 
Brazilians in the penalty area, Mike Walton was rushed out to the middle to add 
some solidity, which is exactly what he did. Kayani and Walton turned the innings 
round with a partnership of 89 in 19 overs, combining good running between the 
wickets with punishment of anything loose including only the second six of his career 
for Walton, top edging Rozier over square-leg. The score had reached 140 in the 



thirty-second over when Kayani, having just reached his half-century, drove Singh in 
the air to Mattingly at mid off. Matt Hampton became the third duck of the innings 
with an ugly heave across the line to Rozier. Walton fell for 45 to Mattingly who 
returned from the Shepherds Lane end, finding some extra bounce to flick the 
batsman’s glove on the way through to the keeper. Some good later order play from 
Alan Morgans (18), Ben Fraser (16*) and Scott Taylor (4*) took the hosts to a 
creditable 186 for 8 at the close. 
 
Ben Fraser, relishing his new role as an opening bowler, picked up a wicket in his 
second over, bowling Mason as yet another cross batted slog proved terminal. The 
Hambledon batsmen kept ahead of the run rate with some good attacking play to 
reach 51 in the ninth over when a good catch at gully by Hampton to remove Rosier 
gave Fraser his second success. Scott Taylor was unlucky not to pick up wickets with 
a few edges falling short or wide of slip. The introduction of Bert Simon swung the 
game back towards the hosts, a loopy slow full toss accounted for Parbery who 
played all round the delivery as hit him in front of all three stumps. In his next over, 
another slower delivery from Simon accounted for Miller who picked out Fraser at 
backward square with unerring accuracy. At 83 for 4 after sixteen overs the visitors 
were still in the driving seat and a partnership of 76 for the fifth wicket between Ian 
McDonagh (29) and Ash Singh (34) looked to have taken the game away from Hurley. 
An interruption for an injury to Alan Morgans who banged his head the turf 
attempting to take a catch in the deep gave Hurley some breathing space and time 
to re-group. Scott Taylor replaced Balchin and struck to dismiss McDonagh with a full 
toss which clipped the top of middle stump. This signalled the turning point of the 
match. With only 27 needed from eight overs, Hambledon still looked favourites to 
take the spoils but the Hurley players, angered by some harsh interpretation of wide 
bowling by one of the umpires , rallied to take the last five wickets for sixteen runs. 
Balchin returned to take 2-2 from three overs, with Morgans recovering to take a 
catch at extra cover then running out Unwin with a direct hit. It was Simon who had 
the final say, having Ottaway caught behind and then clean bowling Bailey having 
been hit for a six off the previous delivery to give Hurley their second victory in three 
weeks. 


